Identifying self- and nonself-generated signals: lessons from electrosensory systems.
This chapter provides a short review of the mechanisms used by electroreceptive fish to discriminate self- from nonself-generated signals. Electroreception is used by animals to detect objects of electric impedance different from the water, to detect natural electrogenic sources and to communicate signals between conspecifics. Electroreceptive animals may generate electric fields either with the purpose of electrically illuminating the neighborhood or as an epiphenomenon of other functions. In addition, the presence of the fish body as a conductive object in a scene funnels the current flow and, consequently, animal movements also generate signals by changing the body shape or the spatial relationship of the body with the surrounding objects. Therefore, mechanisms for discrimination between self and externally generated signals are very important for constructing a coherent representation of the environment. Some mechanisms facilitate and stream the flow of signals carried by the self-generated electric field. Others are designed to reject unwanted interference coming from self-generated movements or even the self-generated electric field. Finally, more complex operations involving sensory motor integration are used for discriminating between self- and conspecific- generated communication signals. Despite the evolutionary distance between animals endowed with electric sense, mechanisms for self-identification reappear with few differences between species. This suggests that many of the possible strategies are present in vertebrates may be found in these fish. Therefore, we have much to learn about self recognition from the study of electroreception.